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Abstract 
 
X-ray imaging counters which utilise some form of gas-avalanche technology 
(parallel gaps, wires or point anodes) have a history stretching back at least three 
decades and the inexorable advance of micro-electronic technology continues to 
provide more variations on the basic theme (e.g. gas microstrips, micro-dots, GEM s , 
Com pteur a Trous, etc.). The spatial resolution obtainable from any particular device 
is a complex convolution of the various processes which intervene between the 
absorption of the x-ray in the gas and the final evaluation of a particular statistic in the 
electronic readout (or the attached computer) which represents the position of this 
interaction. The quantised and statistical nature of the processes involved make 
M onte-Carlo modelling particularly appropriate and the great computing power of 
modern personal computers (PCs) makes the task viable. This approach is seen as a 
partial replacement for the traditional role of the prototype in the design process for 
detectors. In this report the code developed to model the performance of practical 
imaging detectors is modified to permit an exploration of the physical limitations on 
imaging with gas mixtures based on argon and xenon in the x-ray energy range 1keV 
to 20keV.   
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1. Introduction 
 
The im aging gas avalanche counter is a long-established option for x-ray imaging in 
the energy range of a few to around 20keV for a wide range of applications in bio-
medical, materials science and astronom y. At Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) 
recent efforts have been concentrated on the development of the gas microstrip 
detector (GM SD) [1] as a high rate, high spatial resolution detector for x-ray 
scattering experiments on Synchrotron Radiation Sources (SRS) and neutron 
scattering experiments on Spallation Neutron Sources (SNS). This work is based on 
the extensive work by m any groups (world-wide) to make the GM SD a possible 
technology for application in the extreme conditions of particle tracking in Particle 
Physics [2].  Examples of this are seen in references [3,4] and on-going developments 
of these technologies are well advanced for application on the new RAL SRS machine 
(DIAM OND) currently under construction and the existing SNS machine (ISIS). In 
the course of these developments it was found that the inexorably rising costs of 
prototype production were being matched by the equally inexorable rise in desk-top 
com puting power. This led to a rising emphasis of computer modelling in the design 
process to short-circuit some of the design stages traditionally carried out by 
prototyping [5].  
 
The spatial resolution obtainable from an x-ray gas avalanche counter results from a 
convolution of the basic physical conversion and amplification processes with the 
precise treatment which the readout applies to determine a spatial resolution 
param eter. The first stage of this process is essentially quantised and stochastic in 
nature and so eminently suitable for simulation in a M onte-Carlo model which applies 
with m inor adaptation to any form of gas amplification (parallel gap, line or point 
anodes). Simulation of the readout varies in complexity but is, in general, easily 
approximated. In the context of the development of the GM SD a key interest is in the 
interaction of the conversion “resolution” with the sampling limitations of the detector 
strip widths. As a comprehensive model of the detection process evolved it became 
clear that (with care) it could be applied to all forms of electronic readout and could 
sim ply be adapted to predict the intrinsic spatial resolution limits set by the 
conversion/avalanche processes. This is the work presented in this report. 
 
 
2. Spatial Resolution of X-rays in Gas Avalanche Detectors 

 
Practical exploitation of x-ray gas imaging counters is conventionally centred on the 
copper K α line energy at 8keV although rare applications may extend from a few up to 
≈20keV. In this range the noble gases argon and xenon are universally used as the 
main x-ray converter combined with a fraction of quencher gas – typically 10%  to 
20%  of a suitable hydrocarbon. The quencher has essentially negligible x-ray stopping 
power but is essential for stabilising the avalanche process and cooling the secondary 
electrons in their drift to the amplifying anode.  
 
The primary interaction of an x-ray with a (noble) gas atom is usually to eject a photo-
electron from an accessible atomic shell (K,L,M  in the case of argon and L,M  in the 
case of xenon in our energy range) leaving behind a primary hole which is filled 
either by a fluorescent process (in which a lower energy x-ray is emitted) or by an 
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auger electron (again of lower energy). These in turn leave a hole in a lower shell 
which is filled from even lower energy shells with a cascade of very low energy 
electrons which dissipate the residual energy of the event. The photo-electrons (PE) 
and auger electrons (AE) ionise the counter gas locally to the x-ray interaction and the 
secondary electrons then drift down under the influence of a suitable drift field 
towards the high electric field of the amplifying anodes. There in the high electric 
field each secondary electron generates its own avalanche (usually aggregated by the 
amplifier time constants used in the readout system) to generate a plasma of electrons 
and ions which is separated by the electric field to generate the dipole signal which is 
detected by the readout amplifiers. 
 
In our x-ray energy range the dominant fluorescent yields in both gases are ≈10% . 
The argon K fluorescence (≈3keV) has an attenuation length of 3.18cm in pure argon 
and generally escapes from a detector of typical centimetre dimensions without 
converting. The xenon L fluorescence (≈4keV) has an attenuation length of 0.45cm 
and generally will convert in the counter volume. However (as will be demonstrated), 
this dimension is so great compared with the spatial resolution generated by the 
PE/AE signal that it appears as a baseline background of pulses. In other words the 
useful spatial resolution of the gas detector originates in the PE/AE energy deposits 
only.  
 
The readout amplifiers can be attached either to the anode electrodes or (for example) 
to m utually orthogonal strips on cathode planes which detect the dipole induction 
signal released as the positive ion cloud leaves the anode region. There are various 
readout methods which develop a spatial position parameter from these pulses – 
resistive divide [6], coupling cathode induction pulses to artificial delay lines [7], 
using differential induction pulse pick-up [8], putting analogue to digital converters 
(ADC) on either anode or cathode strips and evaluating the centroid of the distribution 
[9], or finally, one can with fine amplifying structures, rely on the spatial position of 
the structure and simply count the pulses in each channel [10]. 
 
Each readout method has its pro’s and con’s and tends to suit some counter 
geom etries better than others so that there is no universal preferred solution. However, 
the spatial resolution performance of all detectors is ultimately limited by the 
processes taking place in the counter gas even in the presence of a “noiseless” 
readout. The spatially dispersive processes are: 
 

2.1  PE/AE Electron Range: The range of fast electrons in any material (Re) 
is a rapid function of their kinetic energy Ee (Re≈Ee1.5) and, for example, in 
argon at NTP this range reaches millimeter dimensions at Ee≈10keV. The 
augers are isotropic in distribution while the photo-electric effect has a sin2θ 
differential cross-section (relative to the incident x-ray direction); however, 
the intense multiple scattering in high Z gases such as argon and xenon make 
photo-electron emission effectively isotropic. (See reference [11] for a 
discussion.) The AE energies are fixed and mostly just a few keV in both 
argon and xenon; however the PE energy rises linearly as the x-ray energy 
(Ex) rises above the dominant absorption edge. Thus for an ensemble of x-ray 
events (from a point beam) the secondary electrons are spread over a sphere of 
radius RPE, the PE range. As will appear, this effect comes to dominate the 
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spatial resolution in the top half of our energy range. 
 
2.2  Secondary Electron Statistics: The average number of secondary 
electrons (SE) generated by the primary photo and auger electrons associated 
with any given x-ray event is NSE = Σ(EPE + EAE)/W  where W  is the mean 
energy per ion pair of the gas mixture. Fortunately, this is a relatively 
insensitive parameter and can be set at W  = 27eV for a wide range of argon 
and xenon mixtures to an acceptable approximation [12]. The variance on this 
number is given by σSE2 = FANSE where FA is the Fano Factor and is ≈0.17 for 
argon mixtures [12]. Thus a 5.9keV (M n K α) x-ray will (on average) produce 
219 secondary electrons with a full width at half maximum (FW HM ) of 6.6% . 
NSE feeds into any calculation performed by the readout in order to evaluate 
(for example) the centroid of the SE distribution in the presence of a fixed 
electronic noise; so one expects to find a component of the spatial resolution 
which varies as 1/Ex. 
 
2.3  Electron Drift Diffusion: Since the gas has a relatively low stopping 
power, the secondary electrons are generated over a significant distance from 
the gain structures (typically tens of millimeters) and are transported down 
onto the gain anodes by an electric drift field ED. Diffusion is a thermal 
process and a given electron will move away from its point of origin in a 
random walk reaching a typical distance x = √(2Dt) after a time t (D is the 
diffusion constant). Increasing the drift field reduces the drift time (t) and 
therefore the diffusion error (x) but eventually the energy pumped into the 
electrons heats them up so that there is an optimum value of ED, above which 
the diffusion spreading increases again. The diffusion spread is a normal 
distribution and it is quantified as the standard deviation (SD) induced by 1cm 
of drift at any given value of ED. This is notated usually as σ0(ED) and is 
quoted in mm/√cm. The SD of a point-like cloud of electrons drifted over a 
distance d cm is thus σx = σ0√d. In argon and xenon mixtures with alkane 
quenchers a typical optimum value of 0.2mm/√cm is obtained with 
ED≈400V/cm. A review of relevant experimental data is to be found in 
reference [13].  The consequence of this process is that after a planar drift of 
1cm at standard temperature and pressure (STP) the footprint of a point-like 
cloud of electrons on the amplifying structure is a normal distribution with a 
FW HM  of ≈0.5mm. This footprint is independent of the x-ray energy; 
however, if (for example) a centroiding readout algorithm is used, the 
statistical accuracy with which the centre of the distribution can be measured 
is proportional to 1/√NSE i.e. 1/√Ex. 
 
2.4  Electron Avalanche Gain: The initial SE charge signal is amplified to a 
useful level by electron-mediated collision ionisation in the high electric field 
near the gain structure, be it wire, point or small parallel gap. This is an 
inherently (stochastically) noisy process and a single electron multiplies to 
become a sample of a wide quasi-negative exponential distribution known as 
the single electron distribution (SED). The integral pulse height (PH) for the 
x-ray event is just the sum of a random ensemble NSE of sam ples m ultiplied by 
the mean gas gain.  The relative variance of the pulse height distribution is  
σPH2 = (FA + σr2)/NSE where σr is the relative SD of the SED. The avalanche 
process is a highly stochastic process resulting in the finding that the PH 
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resolution (the relative FW HM  of the PH distribution of an ensemble of x-ray 
events) is remarkably uniform over a wide range of anode structures, gas gain 
and gas mixture. The typical value observed for M n K α x-rays (5.9keV) is 
FW HM  = 15% . (See reference [12] for a review of these matters.) Using this 
figure one derives (from the formula for σPH2 given above) a value of σr = 
0.844 for the relative variance of the SED.  
 
2.5  Electronic Noise: W ith the successful production of an amplified charge 
pulse, the quality of the spatial information achievable is further determined 
by the geometry of the readout electrodes, the white noise in the front-end 
preamplifiers and any signal coupling losses and intrinsic noise associated 
with the readout technology chosen. For a given detector design these effects 
can generally be subsum ed in a single noise value. This will have a useful 
relative significance but will not be easily compared between different readout 
methods. 

 
 
3. The M onte-Carlo M odel 
 
Clearly, the code of the M onte-Carlo model must simulate the processes enumerated 
in Section 2 in order to represent the performance of an imaging detector and also 
sim ulate the parameterisation made by the different types of readout which may be of 
interest. The viability of the procedure depends on maintaining the computing time 
required within acceptable limits while retaining all the significant physical features 
of the situation. Since the methodology is based on following the fate of every SE 
produced in an event, (50 000*20/0.027= 37 x 106 electrons are generated for a 
typical ensemble or spectrum of 50 000 x-ray events of 20keV) it is important to 
apply all valid approximations and simplifications to avoid unnecessary computing 
load. Those used will be explicitly listed below in the appropriate context. 
 
The principal physical processes which must be m odelled are as follows: 
 

3.1  X-Ray absorption: The probability of absorption of an x-ray of a given 
energy is calculated according to the cross-section (measured in units of 
cm 2/g) derived from polynomial fits to the ln-ln plots of the data presented in 
reference [14] for argon and xenon. (Absorption on the quencher present is 
ignored as being negligible.) The events are partitioned pro rata between the 
accessible atomic shells but interactions on shells below the M  shell are 
ignored as negligible in our energy range. As noted above, the useful spatial 
resolution is due to the cascade of primary electrons released from an atom by 
the energy of the absorbed x-ray. This cascade is truncated at the M  shell and 
the energy normalisation maintained by assigning the mean binding energy of 
the M  shell to a single residual electron. The worst case occurs in xenon where 
the residual energy is ≈1keV. However, the range of an electron of this energy 
in general makes a negligible contribution to the spatial resolution. Every 
primary electron emitted is assigned a random orientation in space. 
 
3.2  Prim ary electron range: The energy of each primary electron is 
dissipated in ionising (and exciting) the gas in a random walk. M odelling the 
spatial resolution accurately depends on having a good model for this process. 
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Previous M onte-Carlo studies [11] have shown that in high Z gases such as 
argon and xenon the range is heavily affected by elastic scattering and a 
simple model of isotropic emission with a normal distribution about a radial 
range fits the available experimental data very well. The stopping power of 
any quencher present is ignored and the param eters for argon and xenon 
derived from the model of reference [11] are used. M odelling the random walk 
of every primary electron in detail would take us into super-computer 
requirements so a simple model for the ionisation density as a function of the 
range is required. The intense elastic scattering comes to our aid in this 
problem and makes a simple uniform generation of secondaries appear to give 
very plausible results for the spatial resolution. 
 
3.3  Electron drift and diffusion: As noted above, the precise value of the 
diffusion constant σ0 depends on the gas mixture and the drift electric field. 
However for simulation purposes, σ0 wraps up all these effects in a single 
parameter. Thus, while for absorption and electron range we ignore the 
quencher, in the case of σ0 the value for a typical hydrocarbon proportion 
(10%  - 20% ) is assumed since the quencher is dominant in cooling the drifting 
electrons. 
 
3.4  Avalanche gas gain: The stochastic noise induced in the charge signal by 
the gas avalanche process is simulated by selecting a sample from a suitable 
single electron distribution (SED) for every secondary electron in each event. 
As discussed above, a relative SD of the SED of 0.844 is required to produce 
the canonical PH resolution of 15%  FW HM  for M n K x-rays (5.9keV). It is 
much simpler to approximate the SED with a negative exponential distribution 
which has a relative SD of unity. As figure 1 shows, this results in a PH 
spectrum for 5.9keV x-rays with a FW HM  of 16.2% . Since the effect of the 
PH spread makes only a minor contribution to the spatial resolution, this 
approximation is regarded as acceptable. (It is noted in figure 1 that the 
characteristic argon PH spectrum with the fluorescent escape peak at 3keV is 
reproduced.) The pulse heights of figure 1 are multiplied by the mean gas gain 
before further processing.  
 
3.5  Electronic noise: In the model the electronic noise is added into the 
signal as a normal distribution (after gas amplification), quantified in terms of 
the number of root mean square (RM S) electrons contributed by the amplifier 
on each strip/bin. This is an exact representation of the situation in the case of 
a spatially digitised detector such as the GM SD. In the case of other forms of 
readout (e.g. delay line) the numbers are of purely relative significance since 
the gas gain is much higher than in the GM SD case but there are 
accompanying signal attenuations. To minimise computing, the noise is only 
added into bins containing electrons. This has no effect on the evaluated 
position because any practical electronic threshold must be set well above the 
noise level. 
 
For the purposes of the present study, the details of a particular form of 
readout are not simulated since the purpose is to evaluate the best spatial 
resolution available independent of the readout m ode. For this purpose very 
small spatial bins are chosen (5µm for argon and 2µm for xenon) and the 
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centroid of the hit pattern on the bins is evaluated for each event and that 
centroid value added to the spatial distribution of the ensemble of events 
(typically 50 000). The spatial resolution is then evaluated from this spatial 
spectrum (at a given x-ray energy) by m easuring its FW HM  in bins and 
multiplying by the bin width.  
 

The code which implements the model has two main blocks – the set-up and the core 
functions. (The language used is PowerBasic.) The set-up block, apart from  providing 
the essential housekeeping functions (dimensioning arrays and opening output files) 
defines all the essential parameters for the gas under study (shell binding energies, 
fluorescent yields, auger energies, diffusion constant, Fano factor, etc.). The 
detector/readout parameters are also defined (e.g. conversion depth, electronic noise) 
as is the range of x-ray energy to be explored and the energy step. The num ber of 
events in a position spectrum is also defined (Nx). 
 
The core block implements the basic model in a sequence of three nested loops. The 
outer (x-ray energy) loop defines the x-ray energy at which a position spectrum is to 
be generated. At this stage the probabilities of interactions on each of the accessible 
atom ic shells are evaluated along with the energy and mean range of the photo-
electron (and the number of associated secondaries). The second (event) loop 
(performed Nx tim es at each energy) inserts all the variations which can occur for any 
event (e.g. interaction with which shell, with or without fluorescent conversion, 
adding the variability in the range of the primary). The final part of the code in this 
loop generates random directions in space (3-dimensions) for every primary electron 
range vector and projects it onto the readout axis (conventionally the readout direction 
has its segmentation along the x-axis). The interaction depth is assigned randomly in 
the z (drift) dimension over the specified conversion depth. (If the beam is incident in 
the z direction this is easily changed to a negative exponential distribution with the 
specification of an appropriate absorption length.) The third (secondary electron)  
loop follows the fate of the secondary electrons generated uniformly along the range 
vectors of the various primary electrons generated, dispersing them (in a normal 
distribution – σ = σ0√z) down onto the x-axis according to the diffusion appropriate to 
their point of origin along the z-axis.  Each electron is subjected to the gas 
amplification process as described above and the electronic noise superim posed. The 
dispersed secondaries are histogrammed into an array which represents the footprint 
of that event on the x-axis. For each electron this loop is performed Ee/W  tim es for 
each primary electron and the variance of the Fano factor is randomly superimposed. 
W hen all the secondaries of all the primary electrons have been accumulated in the 
array of x-bins the centroid of the distribution is calculated (relative to the incident x-
coordinate of the slit beam) and this value is histogrammed in the position spectrum 
array for the given x-ray energy. Finally, returning to the outer energy loop, the 
FW HM  of the whole population (Nx) is evaluated and Ex and its accompanying 
FW HM   printed to a disc file. This provides the basic output as a plot of FW HM  as a 
function of the incident x-ray energy. However, provision is made to output the 
position spectrum of any chosen x-ray energy or any chosen event. 
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4. The Sim ulations 
 
In order to eliminate detector structure effects the x-axis sampling bin width has been 
kept low compared with any possible spatial resolution obtainable; viz, 5µm for argon 
and 2µm for xenon. For each event the centroid of the footprint is evaluated. Since the 
position spectra are not normal in form, evaluation of  the FW HM  of the x-ray 
position spectrum from a simple statistic such as the root mean square error (σx) is not 
in general appropriate (as the position spectrum simulated for 5.9keV x-rays in argon 
(figure 2) shows). W hile the central core is a norm al distribution, there are wider tails 
produced by the PEs from the L shell interactions. Thus the algorithm used is to find 
the m aximum of the distribution and simply evaluate the width in bins at half the 
maxim um of the peak. A logarithmic vertical axis is used to better show the low level 
tails. 
 
Since a wide range of experimental parameters is possible, somewhat arbitrary 
standard conditions must be assumed for system atic comparisons to be made with the 
model. In practice, a gas gain of 1000 with an electronic noise of 1000 electrons RM S 
per bin was chosen (since this roughly corresponds with a well-found GM SD) and a 
σ0 = 0.2m m /√cm, which corresponds to a generally achievable value with an 
argon/xenon mixture with a typical quencher at the optimal drift field. The active 
depth is set at 10mm. In terms of a 5.9keV x-ray the gain and noise figures chosen 
represent a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of  ≈218. For other readout modalities (e.g. 
artificial delay lines on a wire counter), the gas gain is much higher but there are 
significant signal losses and increased amplifier noise, so that the figures chosen seem 
to represent a reasonable optimum for most forms of readout (i.e. in terms of SNR). 

 
4.1 Com parison with experim ental data: Systematic experimental 
measurements of the spatial resolution of imaging gas counters are rare and 
the precise conditions of different measurem ents vary enormously. The data of 
reference [15] present a consistent set in both argon and xenon mixtures, the 
only slight variation is that different conversion depths appear to have been 
used for different x-ray energies. The electronic noise contribution to the 
position resolution is estimated at 20µm. Figure 3 presents a comparison of the 
measurements of reference [15] with the predictions of the model under the 
standard conditions chosen. Given the impossibility of matching all the details 
of the experimental detector, the level of agreem ent seems quite satisfactory 
and generates confidence that when applied to a practical detector design it 
will give a realistic estimate of the spatial resolution obtainable. 
 
It is worth noting (as pointed out in reference [15]) that over most of the range 
(1keV to 20keV) the spatial resolution is dominated by the PE range. The K 
shell edge in argon and the L shell edge in xenon extract energy from the PE 
so that characteristic improvements in the FW HM  are seen just above the 
edges giving an optimum around 6keV for argon and 8keV for xenon. The 
consistently better resolution in xenon compared to argon is essentially due to 
shorter primary electron ranges in xenon caused both by its greater density and 
greater multiple scattering. 
 
4.2 Physical m odelling: The discussion of section 2 above indicates that the 
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different physical effects contributing to the spatial resolution should show a 
fairly simple param etric dependence on the x-ray energy (Ex). These effects 
may be summed up by the quadrature summation: 
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where the first term models the centroiding of the diffusion, the second takes 
account of the electronic SNR and the third the dispersion due to the PE range. 
EE is the dom inant absorption threshold energy of the gas atoms and the other 
constants depend variously on the diffusion and the readout details. In the last 
term, c and d are the constants determining the simplest parameterisation of 
the electron range in the gas. 
 
Figure 4 shows that for the important part of the x-ray energy range (i.e. above 
the dominant absorption edges), excellent fits with equation (1) are possible, 
and it is interesting to note that the exponent of the electron range power law 
in argon (d) is 1.78, very close to the value obtained from the data in reference 
[15]. A similar fit is possible to the argon data below the K edge, probably 
because the electron range is clearly dominant; however, in the case of xenon 
the terms seem to be all comparable and no m eaningful fit is possible. 
 
4.3 Line Response Functions:  In the practical experimental situation, the 
performance of a detector is generally characterised in terms of the line 
response function (LRF) i.e. to a slit beam of x-rays. The M onte-Carlo model 
permits the generation of the LRF for any desired x-ray energy (Ex). Figure 5 
displays a sequence of LRFs for argon in the range Ex = 1keV to 20keV. 
Again they are displayed with a logarithmic vertical axis to accommodate the 
wide range of amplitudes. Up to Ex ≈6keV (figure 2) the core LRF remains a 
normal distribution but as the PE range comes to dominate the response 
(Ex>8keV) the LRF tends more and more to a “top hat” distribution. (N.B. the 
log scale in figure 5 tends to exaggerate this somewhat.) This agrees with the 
very rectangular LRF seen in ethane at 8keV in figure 5 of reference [15]. 
Clearly, useful spatial resolution in argon at 1 bar is limited to x-ray energies 
below 10keV. The departure of the LRF from a normal distribution means that 
different statistics used to evaluate the spatial resolution will deliver slightly 
different results – hence the decision to use the explicit FW HM  rather than 
2.36 times the second moment about the mean (σ) of the distribution. 
 
Figure 6 shows the corresponding plot obtained from the model for xenon gas 
under the standard conditions. As with argon, the LRF grows dramatically 
above the optimum resolution energy as the PE range comes to dominate. 
However, the core LRF still remains a normal distribution (even at 
Ex=20keV), as figure 7 shows.  This preserves more high (spatial) frequency 
information in the LRF compared with the corresponding argon LRF and so 
makes for a more useful detector at energies above 10keV. The 8keV peak in 
figure 7 can be compared with the experimental results presented in figure 6 of 
reference [15] where the low shoulders can be observed. The most obvious 
difference is the absence in the model of the wide spread very low level of 
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double hits caused by conversion of the L fluorescent x-ray in the detector 
volume. The M onte-Carlo model ignores these events. The M  shell tail 
distribution in the 8keV LRF in figure 7 fits perfectly to a norm al distribution 
with a FW HM  of 141.6µm compared with the core FW HM  of 45.1µm. Clearly 
(figure 6) this symmetry breaks down at energies above ≈16keV. 
 
4.4 System atic variation of operation param eters: All counter designs are 
compromises between experimental desiderata and the realities of physics and 
engineering limitations. W hile equation (1) gives a rough parametric guide to 
some of the inevitable trade-offs, the model permits explicit investigation of 
the effects on the spatial resolution of some of the more commonly varied 
parameters (conversion depth (d), diffusion constant (σ0) and am plifier 
electronic noise (NA)). Since it is the SNR (as discussed above) which 
determines the effect of the amplifier noise, the gas gain is held constant. (The 
avalanche induced excess noise factor in a gas avalanche process is found to 
remain essentially constant over a wide range of gas gain until the pulses are 
sufficiently large for UV feedback to introduce instability.) The parameters 
not being varied in a given set are held at the standard values (d=1cm, 
σ0=0.2m m /√cm and NA=1000 electrons (RM S).) 

 
4.4.1 Spatial resolution as a function of conversion depth:  Figure 8 
shows the FW HM  of the LRF as d is varied in argon from 5mm to 
80mm (a likely range of practical detector drift distances). W ith the 
standard conditions, the conversion depth only has a significant effect 
on the FW HM  for x-ray energies less than 3keV. In the typical region 
of argon application (around 6keV) the maximum variation is from 
124µm to 148µm. Above this energy the electron range dominates 
totally over any diffusion effects.  
 
In xenon (figure 9) the diffusion spreading plays a significant role in 
determining the FW HM  up to ≈8keV above which the PE range begins 
to assert control. In this case the FW HM  rises from ≈40µm to ≈90µm 
over the range of 5mm <= d <= 80mm with an almost uniform 
behaviour from Ex = 1keV up to 8keV. 
 
4.4.2 Spatial resolution as a function of the diffusion constant: As 
noted in section 2.3 above, the SD of the (normal) diffusion footprint 
on the detection plane is σ=σ0√z where z is the drift distance of the 
electron cloud. Thus the effect of varying σ0 on the low energy spatial 
resolution is expected to be significant. Figure 10 shows the simulation 
for argon with a range of σ0 which could be plausibly encountered in a 
planar drift geom etry with the usual (10%  - 20% ) of a typical quencher 
at drift fields of a few kV/cm at ambient pressure  
(0.1mm/√cm <= σ0 < =0.8). W hile at the lowest x-ray energies, the 
degradation of the FW HM  over the range of σ0 is alm ost linear (≈5:1), 
at the more practical energy of 6keV the effect is much reduced by the 
dominance of the PE range (i.e the FW HM  only increases from 125µm 
to 180µm). At higher energies the effect is negligible. 
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In xenon, the m uch lower PE range means that the significant effect of 
σ0 on the FW HM  is prolonged to much higher energies (≈10keV). 
Figure 11 shows a fairly uniform increase of ≈4:1 of the FW HM  over 
the energy range 1keV to 8keV with the PE range effect not 
dominating until an energy of ≈15keV is reached. The implication of 
this graph is that, while the stochastic noise is still playing a significant 
role for Ex <10keV, it is clearly important to get the drift conditions 
optimised in a xenon-filled detector (i.e. σ0 m inim ised) if the good 
spatial resolution promised by the low PE range is to be used to good 
advantage.    
 
4.4.3 Spatial resolution as a function of am plifier electronic noise: 
The specific RM S noise values (NA) used in the simulation refer to the 
particular case of a strip readout GM SD. However, as noted above, 
with the standard avalanche gain chosen to be 1000, these noise values 
correspond roughly to an SNR of 200 for a 6keV x-ray energy (a 
standard value for testing gas counters). The noise values are chosen to 
ascend in binary steps so that the SNR is decreasing correspondingly 
from 200 to 12.5 in the simulations. 
 
As formula (1) predicts, a situation of zero electronic noise simply 
results in a FW HM  determined by the various physical factors inherent 
in the gas counter and (in fact) the electronic noise makes no 
significant contribution (except below Ex = 2keV) until NA reaches 
4000 electrons (SNR ≈ 50 at 6keV) in argon. The FW HM  in argon 
(figure 12) is so dominated by the PE range that even with the very 
poor noise figure of 16 000 electrons, it is only increased by ≈2:1 
relative to the zero noise case. A curious feature of figure 12 is that 
great electronic noise appears to improve the FW HM  in the high 
energy region which is normally dominated by the PE range effect. 
Since this feature also applies to the xenon data it will be discussed 
below. 
 
As figure 13 shows, the FW HM  of the LRF in xenon is much more 
sensitive to the electronic noise than that of argon (because the PE 
range contribution is so much smaller). W hile one is allowed about 
2000 electrons of noise before the FW HM  is degraded, it deteriorates 
rapidly with higher noise and the effect continues to very high x-ray 
energies (>15keV). However, as in argon, an anomalous improvement 
is seen at the very limit of the energy range (20keV). 
 
Figures 14 and 15 compare the position spectra (LRF) for 20keV x-
rays with 1000 electrons and 16 000 electrons RM S noise in argon and 
xenon respectively. In argon (figure 14) the low noise peak shows the 
characteristic top-hat distribution noted experimentally in reference 
[15] when the PE range is dominant. A large electronic noise signal of 
16 000 electrons (being intrinsically a normal distribution) produces a 
much sharper peak, which (nevertheless) is clearly wider than the top-
hat. W hen the standard deviations of the two distributions are 
calculated the 1000 electron distribution has FW HM =2209µm and the 
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16 000 electron curve has FW HM =2567µm, (evaluated as 2.36σ) 
reversing the order seen in the FW HM  values calculated by the model. 
The important aspect of the situation is that the high noise LRF has 
high frequency components lacking in the low noise (top-hat) LRF and 
will consequently yield better imaging. This explains the decision to 
use the literal FW HM  statistic in the program rather than the 
expression 2.36σ which only applies to normal distributions which are 
not valid at the higher x-ray energies. In other words the improved 
high energy LRF with large electronic noise seen in figures 12 and 13 
are good guides to the im aging capability of the detectors. 
 
The same reversal of the LRF resolution is seen in the xenon data 
(figure 15) although the PE range has not become dominant enough to 
distort the LRF from a quasi-normal distribution. The statistical figures 
are FW HM =548µm for the 1000 electron curve and 649µm for the  
16 000 electron curve at Ex=20keV. 

 
 

4.5  Sim ulations of hyperbaric operation: Hyperbaric operation of gas-filled 
x-ray detectors is usually undertaken to enhance the detection efficiency of the 
devices as it falls off rapidly (even with xenon) above Ex ≈10keV. However, 
the M onte-Carlo model shows (in agreement with the experimental results of 
reference [16]) that hyperbaric gas pressures improve the spatial resolution by 
suppressing the effect that the primary electron ranges have on the LRF. Since 
charged particle ranges scale inversely with the gas density, and therefore with 
the pressure, it is simple to modify the model to explore the effect of raising 
the gas pressure on the spatial resolution. Figure 16 shows the effect on the 
FW HM  of the LRF of raising the gas pressure (P) from 1 bar to 5 bars in 
argon. (The pressures quoted are absolute values.) In the high energy region 
where the PE range dominates, the FW HM  is approximately inversely 
proportional to P with the value at 20keV falling from 2820µm to 584µm.  
 

In the lower energy range even the small increase of P to 2bar leads to a 
substantial improvement with the FW HM  remaining below 100µm up to Ex ≈ 
7keV while at 5bar pressure it remains below this level up to ≈10keV. The 
optimum resolution (at 6keV) is ≈34µm and is on a rough par with the xenon 
resolution at ambient pressure. In figure 17 we see that even at 5bar pressure 
the LRF in argon at Ex = 11keV is still slightly “top-hat” in shape rather than 
truly normal. 
 
The results of varying P in a xenon-filled device (figure 18) are similar in 
principle to those for argon with the difference that the FW HM  is consistently 
lower. Again, as in argon, a simple doubling of P makes a very useful 
improvement with an optimum of FW HM  = 30µm at Ex = 8keV. At P = 5 bar 
the optimum resolution is 24µm at Ex ≈ 8keV and the FW HM  stays below 
30µm up to Ex ≈ 12keV. In the high energy region, the FW HM  stays below 
100µm up to 20keV and as figure 19 shows, the LRF remains substantially a 
normal distribution. 
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In the hyperbaric studies the standard conditions (gain, noise, diffusion) have 
been adhered to for consistency. However, it is worth noting that some 
changes are liable to occur with hyperbaric operation. Since the maximum 
stable gain tends to reduce as P is increased the electronic SNR will 
deteriorate somewhat. On the compensating side, the review of diffusion data 
given in reference [13] indicates that if a good fraction of quencher is retained 
and higher drift fields are tolerable, then a considerable improvement in σ0 can 
be expected (possibly down to ≈0.1mm/√cm). Thus the low energy data 
presented in figures 16 and 18 are likely to be realistically attainable. 

 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
The M onte-Carlo model developed primarily as a design tool for x-ray imaging gas 
microstrip counters has proved to be a powerful tool for exploring the limits set by 
purely physical processes on the spatial resolution obtainable in gas avalanche 
counters. All the significant physical “spread” factors have been included explicitly, 
omitting only the actual spread of the single electron avalanche. The simulations of 
reference [17] show that the extent of the avalanche along a typical wire of 25µm 
diam eter is about two wire diameters (i.e. ≈50µm). Since this is almost an order of 
magnitude smaller than the diffusion spread over a typical drift distance, this effect is 
not expected to have a significant effect on the LRF. (In gas mixtures in which UV-
initiated gain comes into play the avalanche dimensions would generate avalanches of 
significant dimensions e.g. hundreds of microns.) 
 
The standard param eters chosen for the purposes of theoretical comparisons can all be 
changed at will to simulate the conditions in any proposed experimental device. In 
particular, the sampling bin widths can be increased to correspond to the realistic 
sam pling widths of actual detectors and the resulting “sampling noise” included. 
 
The findings of the modelling work have all been spelled out above and it need only 
be noted that (not only in respect of detection efficiency but also in respect of the 
achievable spatial resolution) xenon-based gas mixtures perform considerably better 
than those based on argon. This advantage persists over the whole energy range 
studied (1keV < Ex < 20keV) though it is particularly great at the high energy end. 
The model has also shown that considerable advantages can accrue from the use of  
(quite mild) hyperbaric operation, in the matter of spatial resolution as much as in the 
matter of detection efficiency.  
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Figure Captions 
 
1. The simulated pulse height spectrum given by the model for the detection of 

5.9keV x-rays in argon. The spectrum is measured in terms of the number of 
secondary electrons per event before they are shared among the detector bins – 
hence the lack of tails usually seen in a practical detector.  
 

2. The simulated position spectrum for a slit beam of 5.9keV x-rays in argon.  
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3. A com parison of the spatial resolution obtainable from argon and xenon detectors 
as a function of the x-ray energy (1keV – 20keV) as determined by the 
measurements of Smith et. al. [15] and the M onte-Carlo M odel (with the standard 
conditions).  
 

4. A plot of the simulated spatial resolution data of figure 3 fitted with 
parameterisations of the form of equation (1).  
 

5. M odel line response functions (LRF) in argon as a function of x-ray energy.  
 

6. M odel line response functions (LRF) in xenon as a function of x-ray energy.  
 

7. M odel LRFs in xenon at Ex=8keV and 20keV with associated normal fits to the 
core distributions.  
 

8. The FW HM  of the model LRF in argon as a function of x-ray energy when the 
conversion depth is varied between 5mm and 80m m.  
 

9. The FW HM  of the model LRF in xenon as a function of x-ray energy when the 
conversion depth is varied between 5mm and 80m m.  
 

10. The FW HM  of the model LRF in argon as a function of x-ray energy when the 
diffusion constant σ0 is varied between 0.1mm/√cm and 0.8mm/√cm.  
 

11. The FW HM  of the model LRF in xenon as a function of x-ray energy when the 
diffusion constant σ0 is varied between 0.1mm/√cm and 0.8mm/√cm.  
 

12. The FW HM  of the model LRF in argon as a function of x-ray energy when the 
electronic amplifier noise is varied between 0 and 16 000 electrons RM S.  
 

13. The FW HM  of the model LRF in xenon as a function of x-ray energy when the 
electronic amplifier noise is varied between 0 and 16 000 electrons RM S.  
 

14. Sim ulated LRFs for 20keV x-rays in an argon-filled detector with 1000 electrons 
electronic noise (squares) and 16 000 electrons (circles).  
 

15. Sim ulated LRFs for 20keV x-rays in a xenon-filled detector with 1000 electrons 
electronic noise (squares) and 16 000 electrons (circles).  
 

16. The simulated FW HM  of the LRF in argon as a function of  the x-ray energy at 
increasing (absolute) gas pressures.  
 

17. The LRF of 11keV x-rays in an argon-filled counter at P = 5bar.  
 

18. The simulated FW HM  of the LRF in xenon as a function of the x-ray energy at 
increasing (absolute) gas pressures.  
 

19. The LRF of 20keV x-rays in an xenon-filled counter at P = 5bar.  
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